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Paper Money Whole No. 162

A first charter note from the Strafford National Bank with the signature of Asa A. Tufts.

Eve, 1875. The directors wasted no time in electing Brown to
the cashier's position, on December 27, 1875.

Tufts, who was 77 years old at this time, became an insurance
agent. The bank apparently felt some remorse over their treat-

The Strafford National Bank in Dover, NH ca. 1880.

One More for New Jersey,
One Less for Vermont

by DAVID D. GLADFELTER

T HE recent discovery of an example of Wait 286 signed
by Burlington, New Jersey merchant Thomas B. Wool-
man (see illustration) has generated speculation that a

similar issue of Civil War scrip, listed by Coulter as belonging
to Burlington, Vermont, may in fact be from New Jersey.

Coulter lists a 5-cent note of Samuel D. Burns as Burlington
18. The "5 cents" device and the "Five Cents" lettering on the
Burns note are identical to the device and lettering on the
Woolman note. The likely printer of both notes is Wm. E
Murphy & Sons, 339 Chestnut St., Philadelphia (compare Wait
695, which is signed).

ment of him; nine years later they commissioned a portrait of
him, and had it placed in the Directors' Room in the bank.
Tufts lived to see this, and died 6 months later at the age of 86.

Brown, the new cashier, hired Charles S. Cartland, age 25, "as
clerk to the cashier" Remember that Brown's starting salary as
clerk had been $750 per year; Gartland, nine years later,
received $700 per year. Although he was allowed a "water
closet ... at his own expense" in 1877, Brown persevered. He
was elected president of the Strafford National Bank in 1897,
and served in that office until 1922. He was followed by his
former clerk, Cartland, who served as president from 1923
until 1938.

Asa A. Tuft's signature as cashier can be found on notes of
The Strafford Bank and The Strafford National Bank.
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Beyond the foregoing, evidence is sketchy. In his History of
Burlington County, New Jersey, with Biographical Sketches of Many
of Its Pioneers and Prominent Men, published in 1883, Major E.M.
Woodward lists a Samuel D. Burns as serving on the Burlington
City Council in 1867 and 1869. No references to Burns have
been found in business directories of the period, or in any
other source.

Is there more evidence favoring Vermont?


